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COMMENTS OF BDO LLP (“BDO”) ON THE COMPETITION COMMISSION’S 
DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS WORKING PAPER1  

1 DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS 

1.1 BDO notes that Big Four firms consistently earned over 90% of total real audit fees 
amongst both all companies and FTSE 350 companies (paragraph 12). Since the 
collapse of Andersen, the Big Four have consistently earned 99% of audit fees in 
the FTSE 350 and held a combined market share in excess of 95%. However, BDO 
notes a potential error in the calculation of market shares as between the Big Four. 
In its ‘Public data descriptive statistics’, the CC shows Deloitte’s share of the FTSE 
100 falling from 21% to 5% between 2010 and 2011. This, according to BDO’s 
knowledge of the market, is incorrect and gives a false picture of the stability of 
market shares as between the Big Four. 

1.2 In paragraph 24 the CC sets out the basis on which it has calculated average 
auditor tenure, noting that "Where the year of initial engagement was missing, we 
assumed it to be either the first year for which data was submitted or the year 
2000 where data was submitted for each year. This could lead to tenure being 
underestimated for company’s audited by the same auditor pre-2000". As the CC 
can observe neither the start date of audit engagements which commenced before 
2000, nor the end date of audit engagements which were still active in 2011, the 
CC’s estimates of auditor tenure are incorrect. If auditor tenure were 11 years, as 
the CC states, the annual switching rate would be approximately 9%, which it is 
clearly not. In fact auditor tenure must be around 40 years, if the true switching 
rate is around 2.5%.2 

1.3 BDO notes that five year rolling switching rates are very low (paragraph 18 – Chart 
5). 

1.4 Paragraph 25 – Chart 7 shows that tenure is longer in the FTSE 100 than 
elsewhere.  Accordingly, paragraph 26 is therefore wrong: “increases” should read 
“decreases”. 

1.5 Paragraph 30: BDO queries whether any one firm’s engagements were 
disproportionately represented and therefore excluded. 

                                                                                                                                       
1  Reference to paragraph numbers are to paragraphs of the relevant working paper (“WP”) unless stated 

otherwise.   
2 (1/0.025)=40. 


